A **predator** is an animal that hunts other animals for food. **Prey** is an animal that is hunted and eaten for food.

Identify the predator and prey for each scenario below.

1. **A snapping turtle in a pond eats a small perch.**
   - predator - ____________________________
   - prey - ____________________________

2. **A shrew is eaten by a barn owl.**
   - predator - ____________________________
   - prey - ____________________________

3. **A seagull lands near an alligator and the alligator eats it.**
   - predator - ____________________________
   - prey - ____________________________

4. **A gray wolf hunts and eats a rabbit.**
   - predator - ____________________________
   - prey - ____________________________

5. **A blue whale swallows krill.**
   - predator - ____________________________
   - prey - ____________________________

6. **A penguin is captured and eaten by a leopard seal.**
   - predator - ____________________________
   - prey - ____________________________

7. **A robin pulls an earthworm from the lawn and eats it.**
   - predator - ____________________________
   - prey - ____________________________
A **predator** is an animal that hunts other animals for food.

**Prey** is an animal that is hunted and eaten for food.

Identify the predator and prey for each scenario below.

1. **A snapping turtle in a pond eats a small perch.**
   - predator - **snapping turtle**
   - prey - **perch**

2. **A shrew is eaten by a barn owl.**
   - predator - **barn owl**
   - prey - **shrew**

3. **A seagull lands near an alligator and the alligator eats it.**
   - predator - **alligator**
   - prey - **seagull**

4. **A gray wolf hunts and eats a rabbit.**
   - predator - **gray wolf**
   - prey - **rabbit**

5. **A blue whale swallows krill.**
   - predator - **blue whale**
   - prey - **krill**

6. **A penguin is captured and eaten by a leopard seal.**
   - predator - **leopard seal**
   - prey - **penguin**

7. **A robin pulls an earthworm from the lawn and eats it.**
   - predator - **robin**
   - prey - **earthworm**